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September Show at the Dolphin Gallery
Reception Saturday, September 2 at 5 - 7 p.m.
Brand new ideas and motifs with ceramics from Nansee New and the floral
paintings from Glen Hart will be shown for the first time. The Dolphin is proud to
host these two accomplished artist from September 1 through October 5.
Nansee New's work has a primal, ceremonial quality and is linked to other
cultures and times. She feels a kinship with early Meso-American and Chinese potters
and weavers. Like these early artists she uses simple materials: terra-cotta with
grasses and vines gathered around her home at Ten Mile River. Nansee tells us how
she gets such a beautiful finish, "I polish my pots with a piece of agate and fire them
in the earth with sawdust and wood. The unglazed surfaces reveal the stunning beauty
of the clay itself, marked by the play of smoke and fire."
She also explains the act of creating is a mysterious experience. Inspiration is
lit and an idea takes on a shape, a personality, a spirit. As she learns to address the
piece she is working with, she finds that it both leads and follows her. The animal
sculptures, vessels, masks and shrines all point to radiance beyond the mere materials
used or seen. They are designed to evoke and celebrate the sacredness of our earth and
the essential spirit in all things. Her glazed and painted animal bowls, known
affectionately as "Critter bowls," are found in many local kitchens and are regularly
added to collections as new designs emerge. Nansee's clay temples are based on an
interest in sacred architecture. They can serve as a personal altar, lamp, or lighted
feature. She does say they are complex but satisfying to make. More information is
available at NanseeNew.com or email her at nansee@mcn.org.
Acclaimed aviation and landscape artist Glen Hart has spent a career
offering the contemporary world a glimpse of the majestic beauty of airplanes in flight from times gone by. He specializes in painting
not only airplanes but also the environment that surrounds them.
Mr. Hart’s paintings are in collections across the United States,
from The Sea Ranch and Newport Beach, California to Aspen, Colorado
to Pensacola, Florida. He is currently exhibiting in a year-long
celebration at the esteemed National Museum of Naval Aviation. Mr.
Hart received a major award there for his painting Maulers and Fireballs
in the Navy. Mr. Hart has achieved the great honor of being judged, not
once but twice, as Best in Oils and Acrylics at Art in the Redwoods,
2002 and 2004. Mr. Hart graduated from the University of San Francisco
and studied at San Francisco's prestigious Academy of Art in the 1980's.
Come and also see his newest paintings of floral arrangements.
This is quite a change for an artist best known for super realistic
paintings of airplanes. How exciting to be able to see the both sides of
his talents. Mr. Hart's web site is GlenHartArt.com.
The Dolphin Gallery is located at 39225 Highway One in
downtown Gualala, behind the post office on the south side, and is open
daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Please call (707) 884-3896 for more
information

_____________________________________________________________________
Exhibit by Alzheimer Artists
Reception Saturday, September 9 from 5 – 7 p.m.
The Alzheimer’s Services of the East Bay sponsors a program in which persons
with Alzheimer’s and other forms of dementia can participate in making art. As part of
their care giving program they have found that even those people, many who are severely
cognitively impaired, can draw and paint. In fact, many can still derive pleasure and
satisfaction from the activity.
While patients suffering mental illness often express themselves through images
of anger, frustration, or rebellion, the Alzheimer patients create mostly cheerful and
benign images of trees, animals, and houses. Though their drawings may seem childlike
in simplicity and coloring, Alzheimer’s patients never use stick figures as children do.
Their portrayals of people and human faces, no matter how confused, are complex and
sophisticated, reflecting an adult’s life experience.

